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Abstract. A spherical call model i s proposed io account for the explicit con-

centration dependence of Ireukel defects in an Ionic system. In the Model, the

linearised Debye-HEtclwl equation ia soluble exactly, subject to the boundary

condition that the «leotrio field ia >«n> at the oell boandary R, related to

the concentration * of defeeta by R« o '*.

Ibis toreened field ia ua«d to oalculate the chemical potential, which

In turn leads to a. condition for the instability of the interacting: defect aa-

samblx. Bila condition allows one to calculate the enhancement of the concen-

tration of defects abore i t a Arrhanius value at the point of instability In

term* of (a) the oritloal concentration e^, (b) B/R, where a i s the radius

of defeat and (o) the Dsbye-BBokel screening length K .̂

ft ia olesr froa the cel l awdel that this enhanoenent factor i s reduced

aoMMbxt in the relevant range of parameters in eone of the fluorites from

i t s value ia extended Dabve-RQokel theory. It i s anticipated that the insta-

b i l i ty discussed here aneroid afford an uppsr bound to e at the snperionic

transition, within the range of validity of the model. Die exoeas keat capa-

oity o l e also diaenssed briefly.

1. Introduction

The superionic trannitlon In th<> fluoritoa ia known from

experiment [1,2} to involve conoentrfitlona of ?renkel defects

which are much higher than those to which one would normally

apply Debya-Htlckel shielding theory [3"). For example, in 3rd

the defect concentration is kno*n to reach 35& at the tr-nsition,

while nwch higher concentrations have been estimated in Pb? £*!•

In an earlier note [5]i extended Dehye-Htlckel theory has

been applied to the fluoritea, and an instability of the inter-

acting ?renkel defect assembly has been demonstrated. This was

identified approximately with the superionic transition and the

importance of the Coulomb interaction between defects in driving

the transition was emphasized^

The purpose of the present paper is to examine how ionic

size effects in ref [5j are to be combined with specific defect

concentration dependence, which we introduce via a spherical cell

model. We emphasize that, in ^_5], the essential ingredient was

the screened potential around a single defect, the defect concen-

tration entering only through the Debye-Hflckel screening lengthi

The simple idea used in the present paper is to assign to each

defect its own average volume, by surrounding it by a spherical

cell, of radius R, such that the volume 4«R /3 is equal to the

volume per defect. Charge neutrality then requires, from the use
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of Causa* theorem, that the electric field be zero across the

spherical coll boundary. We still retain the linear Dsbye-Htlckel

equation to determine the screened potential, but now within one

cell of radius H. Thi3 allows, at least approximately, for the

overlapping of the Debye-Httckel shielding cloud3 of the individual

defect oenters, which must evidently occur at high concentrations

of Frenkel defects. Clearly, if one were given complete knowledge

of the defeot positionst the solution of the linear Debye-HQckel

equation is merely the superposition of all screened potentials

centred on these defect'sites. The spherical cell model is

evidently representing some structural average over these sites.

to incorporate features of the high concentration of defects by

assigning to the interstitial .it the origin its own cell of

radius R.

The total electrostatic potential ^'.(r), the subscript i

denoting that there is an interstitial at the origin, satisfies

within the cell the Poisson equation

Here e and e. are vacancy and interstitial defect charges, which

are equal and opposite, while % (r;i) and ?.(r;i) are the

densities of vacancies and interstitials at r conditioned by the

presence of an interstitial at the origin. Thele densities can

be written aa [6]

2, Solution for screened potential

It ia worthwhile to restate here the basic model we are

employing, within the linear Debye-IMckel framework. Charged

anion vacancies and anion interstitials are treated by electro-

lyte theory, as moving in a medium with dielectric constant £. .

All properties of vacancy and interstitial defects are assumed

the same, except that they carry opposite charges. We proceed

by eittirig on an interstitial defect, taken as origin, and we

consider the density of plus and minus charges relative to that

defect at the origin. However, as already remarked, we attempt
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where^ under our linear assumption, ff. • - W , W being the

potential of mean force.

At this point, we must choose W in accord with Debye-Httckel

theory aa

where the constant A is fixed by the boundary condition

f being the average density of vacancies, while £>)*• is the

- i t -
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shift in the excess chemical potential due to the finite value

of the eell volume 4*K /3. This condition givoa

(5)

Substituting eqns (2), (3) and (5) in ton (l), and linearizing

in "AgT, trt readily obtain the appropriate form of the linear

Debye-HQokel equation for the potential as

K being the Debye-Httckel screening length given toy

tfc.T

and 5 the density of ?renkel defects. Bquation (6) has to be

solved under the condition that 1

(6)

(7)

(8)

which follows from Gauss' theorem as the condition for electrical

neutrality.

2.1 Introduction of distance of closest approach of vacpJtcy and

interstitial

This is the point at which we mat introduce the irnnortnnt

length a, defined as the distance of closest approach of a vacancy

and an interstitial. Vfe do this by imposing that 4".(r) satisfies,

for r < a, the differential equation

with the boundary conditions that the solutions of ec,ns (9)»

and of eqn (6) for r > a should be continuous with firBt derivative

across r = a.

Linearly independent solutions of eqn (6) are of the form

exp(iKr)/r and allow one to build the desired solution aa

L

where the danomirwtor terra D id expl ic i t ly

Therefore, patting r - Rr one obtains for by the result
1

(10)

(11)

(12)

The total chemical potential of either a vacancy or an inter- .

atitial is given by the extended Debye-H&ckel value plus A(fv*

(13)tb

The above treatment, involving as it does extended Debye-Htlckel

theory in the first term on the right-hand side of sen (13), is

restricted to K.a somewhat leas than unity. The nature of t'ie

cell model clearly implies th>\t it will be applicable only for

K.R somewhat greater thnn unity.



3. Instability due to interaction between Frenkel defects

At this stage, we wish to enquire what are the consequences

of the enhancement of the concentration e of Frenkel defects,

due to the Coulomb forces, which is given by the expression

*• - *. »*K-ejV^ , (14)

where e0 is the Arrhenius value

H^ and 3. being the enthalpy and entropy of an isolated Frenkel

defect. Defining the enhancement factor P(c). by

-c » -<. Ft*) , (16)

we wish to determine P at the transition by making use of the

explioit chemical potential (13).

Taking logs of eqn (14) one has

l«* -*-*.• X , o • (17)

The condition for the instability is [5f7^ that the derivative

of the left-hand side with respect to concentration c shall be

zero at the instability corresponding to temperature T . Then
c

at higher temperatures eqn (17) has no solution for c(T). The

condition for the instability can readily be expressed in the

form

(18)

c "being the concentration at temperature T , If we neglect the
c c

second term on the right-hand side of eqn (18), wa regain the

enhancement factor given in ref [5], from the extended

Debye-HUckel theory!

Returning to the full eqn (18), we note next, from eqns

(14) and (16) that

UFW - - V^T. ' (19)

With eqn (13) applied at T , and using eqn (18) for lnP(c ) ,

both sideB of eqn (19) are seen to involve only the quantities

o and kJE / ( • /ta). Thus, the solution for the concentration

c at which the instability occurs is of the form

_

In thia connection, we note from rcf ^3j that k_T/(e /fa)

is the snme, -ithin experimental error, for CaP2, STT- and

BaP?. Equation (20) then shovs that the critical concentration

for the instability must be the gnne for those three materials.

On the other hand, for PbP, end UO,, the ratio kJT /(e /ta)

is considerably lrir̂ er than for CaPg. We anticipate therefore

larger critical concentrations of defects in FbP^ and U0_ than

in
Whilo a full solution of ecn (20) in the cell model
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a fairly involved numerical calculation, this equation becomes

transparent if we utilize only the extended Debyo-Htlckel

approximation. In this case one gets directly from e<m (19)

the simple relation

"'"' " — , • (21)

One way to use this formula would be to choose a to fit the

empirical transition temperature. This yields, in a system like

Ca?2, uBing o c~ 3£ a value of a of about 1/2 of the F-F distance

which does not seem unreasonable. The crucial role of the

distance of closest approach ia evident from the structure of

eon (21).

Of course, in the above argument we have identified the

instability in the Frenkel defect assembly with the superionic

transition. A final theory would have to discusg also the chemical

potential in the phase above the superionic transition. Thus

our results should be viewed as giving an upper bound to c
c

and Tc within, of courae, the cell model framework.

From the calculations of ref [5], it turns out that the

extended Debye-Httckel theory overestimates the enhancement

factor F at the critical concentration. It is qualitatively

Clear from eqn (13) that the cell model, leading to the correction

term 2e K./ED to the extended Debye-Htickel value of the chemical

potential, makes the chemical potential JJ. more negative, in the

ranfie of validity of the model, i.e. >vR somewhat larger than

unity. But Increasing «.a makes the chemical potential less

negative, showing that the two effects oppose one another.

However, the main conclusion from the present work is that the

inclusion of the distance of closest approach, through *a, is

the dominant effect in increasing the enhancement factor at T

beyond, the limiting Debye-HOckel value In ?(TQ) = 2.

4. Commenta on specific heat anomaly

From standard thermodynamics, we can use the chemical

potential [i in eon (13) to calculate the excess specific heat

at constant pressure due to the interacting Prenkel defect

assembly. The excess specific heat A c is related to the

excess Gibbs free energy AG by the usual result

But AG = c{g_ + 2(j ), since \x is the excess ohemical potential

of either a vacancy or an interstitial. Thus we have

- ( 2 3)

.9.
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At thia point, we must note that if wo study the approch

of the concentration c of Frenkel defects to the concentration

c at the Instability, It has a vertical slope at T = T . But

we have already remarked that T is an upper bound to the super-

lonlo transition temperature, which we denote by T . It is at T
B S

that the second phase, with practically constant concentration

of Frenkel defects as the temperature is further raised, takes

over. Thus, w« must Taylor expand c(T) around T <T . Evidently

at t the slope C'&o/'^T) is positive and finite! Thus we have
8

in leading order

\-* * A(Tt--0 •••• (24)

1
where 0 la evidently the concentration at T • In the absence

of a theory of the high temperature phase, we have merely worked

to the order shown in eqn (24), in which case we can consistently

negleot the second derivatives in eqn (23)* Then one gets

(25)

as driving the superionic transition, has the possibility of a

considerable specific heat anomalyl

AS/ , ,V,S ±11 ^lii 12£±

Though the above argument is undoubtedly crude, the oualitative

point we wish to make ia that as T—»T the denominator gets
9 C

smaller and smaller, since it vanishes in the limit from the

instability condition (21). It aeoma to us, therefore that the

theory presented here, built crucially on the Coulomb interaction

5. Summary

A cell model allows one to estimate corrections, within

linear Debye-Httckel theory, to the extended Debye-HUckel

treatment used earlier. The procedure establishes corrections

depending exponentially on the cell radius. I t seems clear that,"

over the range of validity of the cell model, the distance of

closest approach a of a vacanoy and an interstitial i s a cruoial

quantity in tid theory, together with thft Debye length*
:•,,,. , ' W

Therefore, we have then examined further the predictions

of the extended Debye-Htickel theoryi The instability temperature

T of' the interacting Prenkel defect assembly is shown to be of
c

the order of a fraction of the Coulomb energy e /ea, It is

stressed that the guperionic transition temperature T < T

calculated within this framework!

Finally, the question as to whether the Coulomb interactions

between Prenkel defects can give rise to a specific heat anomaly

at the superionic transition is considered. The possibility that

-li- -12-



there can \>e pronounced enhancement of o , especially for the

csae when T ia near to T f is demonstrated to lowest order in

a Taylor expansion afcout T . Further work on this aspect of the
8

problem Is clearly called for.
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